
Sublima�on Instruc�ons

XP8250 Shot Glass (Frosted Glass)

 

 

1. For easy sizing of your artwork, a template is available on our website.  Enter the
item number in the SEARCH bar and select the DOCUMENTS tab at the bottom.

2. After printing your transfer, cut inside the template line and tape your transfer to
the shot glass.  (See image 1 below).

3. Cut a 2nd piece of plain paper to cover your printed transfer in order to prevent
the bleed through inks from re-depositing on the wrap, (or mug press).  Stretch the
wrap around the shot glass starting at a blank area on your transfer.  It will overlap
approximately half way around the glass.  Tape the loose end of the wrap with heat
tape.  One or two small pieces will usually suffice.  (See image 2 below).

4. Place item in a pre-heated 400 degree Convection oven for approximately 10
minutes.  It can be laid on its side or stood upside down.  (The side method is pre-
ferred because it help keep the wrap on if the heat tape comes loose).

5. After the allotted time, remove the shot glass from the oven and place on your
work surface to cool.  DO NOT place in water.  This will cause the glass to break.

Tip: The wrap should be cleaned periodically with Windex or Rubbing Alcohol to 
improve the adhesion around the shot glass.



1. Follow steps 1-3 above.
2. Using the instructions for your heat press, set the idle temperature to 220 degrees,
the maximum temperature to 380 degrees and the press time to approximately 180 seconds.
3. A green sponge heat pad (Item #XP8216) must be custom cut and wrapped around the 
frosted shot glass
4. Place the frosted shot glass with green sponge heat pad into the JP450 Mug Press.
(Please see image 3) 

Note: The Frosted Shot Glass does not fit within the Mug Press Shot Glass 
Attachment.  The Green Sponge Heat Pad helps to fill any empty space and provide 
more consistent pressure.  
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If using a variable temperature mug press:
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